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Many American business scientists today beiieve that on-the-job training methods are more beneficial than off-the job training methods for developing managers. But. we believe. that, since top level and middle level
managers need administrative and interpersonal skills for their development rather than technical and personal skills, self-development would be
the primary objective for them. it is very important that managers can look
at their problems through an objective glass so that the decisions that they
make can also be impartial. The primary training method that provides the
manager with such objectivity is the 'Sensitivity Training Method' which
is studied under the off-the-job training progra·ms.
We believe that the word training should oniy be used far blue collar
workers and first level supervisors, in ot her words. foremen. The expression of Training and Deveiopment should be used for middle and top levei
managers. We feel that managers cannot be trained because they are already trained people, but, we can develop their skılls . We have observed
all through the way that training is interchangeabiy used iri the American
Literature with the word 'development'.
Many specialists who administer management development budgets
feel that the intensiye two or three days skills oriented course is relatively
unproductive when compared with longer courses. But. different surveys
show that a great majority of managers at both top and middle levels disagree with the specialists and feel that short intensive skills training courses are beneficiai. 1would agree with the staff specialists because especially the development of managers would take a long time. A good management training and development program should be the blend of theoretical and practical training which would take lenger period of time. Some
forma! programs like those of General Electric and international Business
Machines Corporations may last up to three years and represents a very
sizable investment by the companies.
There is a big difference between a traditional society and a modern
society. Therefore, there is a big difference between a modern mind and
a traditional mind What is training and development for? it is to change
the behavior', skills of a trainee. it can be change in technical skills. Any
kind of change tor traditional mind is difficult. As a result there is always
a resistance to change in traditional societies. But tor modern societies,
if the change is beneficial it will be agreeable Therefore, being a traditional society. ·rurkey should adopt the training and the development methods that are specifically convenient for its own way of tninking and beha'(*)Marmara Üniversitesı İktisadi ve İdari Bilimler Fakültesi İşletme Bölümü
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vior Turkey should not adopt the training and development methods directly from the American ,.business literature.
·
We know from the American business literature that self-development
is currently much more significant source of managerial skills training thi1n
formal management education, and organizations should pay more atten. tion to this aspect for the development of managers. Does this have the
same significance for our country? We will have to question that.
The American business literature specifies that sensitivity training method can build up objective thinking for managers through its applications.
Can we presume that this will work in exactly the same way for Turkey? ·
it may be that for our country managers should be entitled to a formal training program first ,where the use of being objective ·for managers should
be emphasized and explained in great detail.
Some top managers believe that college training and other kinds of
fprmal management education have their limitations in developing managers. Some other top executives believe that forma! education including
university training is essential to managing.
Many students can make a high grade in a course on human relations; but, he is unable to carry on a conversation with the janitor. Social ·
skills are essential to the ability of aech person who is expected to lead
a work group and get willing cooperation from workers. Social skills can
be taught and it is also inherited.
To be truly efective, a development program must be tied in with a
company's long range plans and goals. For it is only then that a company
actually knows in what areas it needs development.
One of the major criticism leveled against many training programs is
that they are applied to heterogeneous groups indiscriminately. We have
to recognize individual differences. Therefore, when applying a training and
development program this should be taken into consideration.
Climate is the perception employees have of their company. Climate
is what a man is talking about. When he says that is the way things are
around there. Companies concede that some of their notable failures in
attempting to develop managers occur when the climate of the firm does
not compliment its development program. A company's acceptance of
change is an important aspect of its management development climate.
1have found out through careful reading and inquiries that especially
for management development programs, an evaluation has not been made after the program was over.This has been true for both American and
Turkish industries. The phase of manpower development which has been
given the least attention, in regard to evaluation is that of management
supposedly successful management development program, but very little
is said about those which have appeared to be unsuccessful. it could be
that more benefil could be derived from the case histories of failures than
from those of success and evaluation should also be made an integral part
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of any program.
Because of manager mobility, it may be a better investment to buy
. already trained managers away from other organizations than to invest training monetary units in their development. Human recources development
in full form is simply not a top priority item today. Many succesful business
get along with a limited investment in human resources training.
Human re~ources investments can be measured on a cost-benefits
basis in a way that permits top management decision makers to evaluate
these investments accurately. Management training and development tor
out time is the techniques of human resources accounting that will be used
to measure the cost-benefits aspecs of management development more
precisely than ever before.
To sum up our critical points of view regarding training and development programs for the business firms in our country. first we should pay
special attention not to adopt methods and techniques that are inconvenient far our culture and the nature of our business enterprises. We can even
look forward to name and apply our own techniques which would best fit
our business environments. We should alsa be in the position to stand on
our two feet and be critical of other cultures on the basis of righteous judgement. That will be the most important policy and device to build up our
confidence asa nation in promoting productivity. Morale and effectiveness
tor our own small middle and large scale companies. We can even make
up the training and developmental terminologies for the sake of our own
business culture and natural background. We think it is about time to quit
taking all the training and development methods from abroad as well as
the terms and try to maka them work in our own organizations effectively.
it will be for our own interest to intelligently use the ones that would best
fit our business and also create some new techniques by researching the
needs of Turkish industries in the area of training and development
programs.
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